
DESIGN FOR QUALITY

A CAD System for Modeling Voltage Drop and
Electromigration in VLSI Met allization Patterns

I 
'HE 

currents present in VLSI con-
I ductor patterns are responsible for

two major problems: Electromigration of
metal atoms and voltage drop. Electro-
migration places a limit on the useful
lifetime of the circuit, and, if not prop-
erly accounted for, can present a serious
reliability problem.

As a phenomenon that happens over
an extended pe.iod of time, elecffomigra-
tion depends on all possible current
waveforms; any estimation of the elec-
ffomigration rate must be independent of
individual input patterns.

Excessive voltage drop in conductor
patterns can produce marginal, or unac-
ceptable, circuit performance and require
extensive redesign, greatly increasing
circuit design and development costs.
Voltage drop is an instantaneous phe-
nomenon; it depends on the peak cur-
rent at a particular moment.

The need for CAD progftrms, capable
of ensuring adequate current-carrying
capacity in VLSI circuits, is becoming
increasingly apparent as density in-
creases and line widths shrink. These
prognrms are required in the initial
design phase and during layout verifica-
tion. They must be capable of ensuring
that both electromigration and voltage
drop are within acceptrble limits.

One approach to the problem would
be to use circuit analysis to determine
current loads on the conductor pattern
at various locations and solve a two-
dimensional Poispon equation, using
finite element or finite difference ana-
lysis, to determine voltage and current

density at every point in the conductor.
This method would use an enorrnous

amount of computer resources for a
VLSI circuit, and it would do little to aid
the circuit designer during the initial
design phase. Furttrermore, it would not
address the pattern independence needs
of electromigration analysis.

We have developed a simpler approach
which automates many of the tasks pre-
viously performed W the circuit designer.
The result is a system of programs which
can be used at any level of circuit design.

Two programs are used to make up
this system. SPIDERruses SPICE2 sim-
ulation of exfiacted resistances and capa-
citances to determine the current density
and volage at each point of the exffacted
metal structures. Regular sections of the
metal structures are extracted as two-
terminal resistive elements, while diffi-
cult sections are extracted as collections
of three-terminal finite elements.

To model the effects of the circuit on
the extracted RC network, another pro-
gram, CREST,3 is used to provide cur-
rent sources to load the network during
SPICE simulations. CREST is capable
of supplying a statistically meaningful,
expected current waveform for use in
analyzing electromigration rate, or, if the
user is willing to supply explicit input
waveforms. CREST can estimate the cur-
rent waveform for these inputs, which
can then be used to determine voltage
drop.

While SPIDER can be used for any
metal line on any design, CREST is in-
tended to provide current sources for

CMOS connections to power and
ground. As conditions warrant, CREST
will be expanded for use in other
technologies.

System Flow
The steps necessary for checking the cur-
rent density in an existing layout are
detailed in the following description and
shown in an abbreviated form in
Figure t.

1. The user specifres, on a separate ICE
mask layer, blocks of circuitry that can
be considered as drawing power from ttre
same points, on the power and ground
buses, and the connection points for each
block.
2. Resistances and capacitances of the
conductor paffern are determined using
a parasitic element extractor. The con-
nection points specified for the blocls are
used as the primary electrical nodes for
the extracted elements.
3. The MOSFETs and parasitic cap-
acitances of each block are exfracted. All
power (or ground) connections of devices
in the block are to the node which cor-
responds to the power (or ground) con-
nection specified by the user.
4. The user specifies either a single
logical waveform for each circuit input,
or a large number of input waveforms
and the probability that each input oc-
curs. CREST utilizes these inputs dur-
ing its current waveform estimations.
5. CREST is used to simulate the ex-
tracted MOSFETs and provide transient
current waveforms for each power and
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ground connection node. These current
waveforms are converted into SPICE cur-
rent sources and included with the ex-
tracted SPICE deck.
6. SPICE is used to determine the wave-
form of the current flowing through each
of the resistances.
7. The current waveforms are converted
to "continuous dc electromigration
equivalent values,"4 and revised line
widths are computed.
8. The circuit analysis and adjustment
steps (6 and 7) are repeated as necessary
to produce the final set of recommended
line widths. This iterative procedure is
essential, since there may be more than
one current path. Current in a particular
section of a line can be a function of line
width, and changes in width can change
the distribution of current among the
various paths.
9. The recommended line width changes
are made in the layout data-base by the
designer. Designer action, rather than
automatic layout modification, is neces-
sary to prevent the changes from caus-
ing design rule violations.

When this system is used in the design
mode, no layout is available for extrac-
tion. The designer specifies proposed
line lengths and widths, and the program
checks current density and volage drop.
The designer must also speci$ the
blocks of circuitry that are connected to
various points of the proposed power
buses. Connectivity information between
the blocks, along with input waveforms
for the circuit inputs or input waveforms
for each block of circuitry must be in-
cluded. When used in the design phase,
the result is a list of recommended line
widths.

SPIDER is used interactively and
iteratively to provide guidance to the
designer during the initial design and
layout phases. Use of the program in the
desrgn phase can ensure that any changes
required by the final check, described
above, will be minor and will not require
extensive layout modification.

A feature of SPIDER which is par-

User Specifies Circuit
Blocke and Connection
Points in ICE

Usef Provides lnput
Waveforms for
all Circuit Inputs

Extract Circuit
Bfocks with
Connection Points
as Power and
Ground Nodes

CREST Provides Current
Sources at Each Connection
Point to Model Each
Circuit Block

ldentify Elements
With Excegsive
Current Density
and Modify Line
widths
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Figure 1. Flow Process of CAD System
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ticularly useful in the design mode is the
acceptance of any valid SPICE input.
This feature allows the designer to in-
clude all or part of the actual circuitry,
instead of the current waveforms pro-
vided by CREST. If this is done for
CMOS, the effect of changing line resist-
ance on current waveforms is automatic-
ally taken into account during SPIDER
iterations.

Extraction and
Simulation Approach
It is possible to implement a completely
general finite element system designed
to calculate the current density in the
metal interconnect layer of an integrated
circuit; however, this approach would be
expensive and inefficient. An alternative

method is to model the interconnect in
terms of three-terminal finite elements
and trvo-terminal resistive elements. Cir-
cuit simulation with SPICE can then be
used to perform the elecffical analysis.
This approach is efficient and uses ex-
isting tools that designers are familiar
with.

Most of the layout regions to be treated
in the computation of current densities
are regular in shape. Metal interconnect
is primarily composed of long rectang-
ular regions. Only a few regions are ir-
regular, and these are usually at the junc-

ture of regularly shaped rectangular in-
terconnect regions.

Two-terminal elements are used to rep-
resent rectangular regions in which the
direction of current flow can be deter-
mined from the geometry as shown in

Figure 2. Three-terminal triangular ele-
ments are extracted and used to repre-
sent irregular regions where the current
flow direction is unknown. Each tri-
angular region is equivalent to a three-
resistor delta configuration (Figure 2),
where each resistance is computed from
the geometry of the triangle.

With these elements, the entire geo-
metrical layout can be converted to a
resistor network. Capaciance is account-
ed for by inserting discrete capacitors at
the corners of the triangular elements and
at the end points of the two-terminal
elements. The result is an RC network
suitable for analysis by SPICE.

Determination of
Current Waveforms
SPIDER requires ffansient current wave-
forms to load the extracted network at
various points. A process has been devel-
oped to provide these waveforms. First,
the designer indicates which groups of
circuitry can be treated as a single block
and the connection points of each block
to the meal sffuctures. Since it is usually
not practical to include complete circuit
blocks in the extracted SPICE deck,
simplified models must be used to
replace them.

Although any legal SPICE elements
can be used, the most cofilmon model
is a piece-wise linear current source that
draws the same current that the circuitry
would. A new program, CREST, is be-
ing developed to efficiently provide ap-
propriate piece-wise linear current
sources for CMOS circuitry The next
few sections briefly describe CREST;
more detailed information is available
from the authors and in Reference 3.

Basic Concepts
Current sources are required to model
circuit operation under normal condi-
tions (for electromigration) or worst-case
conditions (for voltage drop). It is very
difficult for ttre user to speciff input
waveforms for either condition without
examining a variety of inputs. Unfor-
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Figurc 2. Circuit Reprcsentation of Rectangular and Triangular Elements
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tunately, the number of input patterns is
exponentially dependent on the number
of inputs.

A SPICE analysis of the current drawn
by a large circuit for a given input is
feasible; however, performing this ana-
lysis for all possible inputs is prohibitive-
ly expensive. Any approach that avoids
this pattern-dependence problem is call-
ed pattern-independent.

We present a new technique for de-
riving a pattern-independent estirnate of
the power and ground currents drawn by
a CMOS circuit. To achieve pattern-
independence, accurate information about
the current is sacrificed and only stat-
istical information is derived. Our goal
is to produce an expected current wave-
form whose value at each time point is
the expected or mean value of all values
that the actual current can Ake at that
time.

The expected current waveform is not
the same as a time-average of the current;
it is a waveform which, if the standard
deviation of the actual current values is
small, will approximately match the real
current waveform(s). Under this condi-
tion, it can be used to estimate electro-
migration failure rates and volage drop.

If the standard deviation is large, this
waveform remains satisfrctory for esti-
mating electromigration median time to
failure (MTD. Using the elecffomigra-
tion model in Reference 4, it can be
shown that MTF is related either to the
expected waveform of J (the current den-
sity) or that of P (which we estimate,
having found the expected waveform of
J). This is the motivation and justifica-
tion of our approach.

To derive the expected current wave-
form, EKQI, we build on the concept of
signal probabilities,s which has recently
become popular in the testing field.6
Given that different input patterns may
occur and that every pattern has a cer-
ain (user defined) probability of occur-
rence, then wery input signal acquires a
certain probability of being high, Pn.'

Internd circuit node probabilities can
be derived firom the input probabilities,

given the connectivity of the circuit. This
concept has recently been used to estimate
the power consumption of CMOS cir-
cuits.T Unfornrnately, this approach is
severely limited in application since all
circuit inputs are assumed to switch ran-
domly and at the same frequency. We
make no such assumptions; we extend the
signal probabilties concept to include
transistion probabilities. The transition
probability of a signal i at time t is the
probability that it was low just before t
and high just after t. Transitions prob-
abilities at internal nodes can be deriv-
ed from the tansition probabilities at the
input nodes, in a manner similar to the
approach used with signal probabilities.

Signal probabilities are combined with
transition probabilities to form probability
waveforms. Probability waveforms are a
series of tansition edges with knorvn tan-
sition probabilites at distinct points in time

and constant signal probabilities between
edges.

Each input to the circuit requires a
probability waveform, which can be
propagated throughout the circuit to ob-
tain probability waveforms for each in-
ternal node. Probability waveforms can
be generated from a series of logical in-
put waveforms @igure 3); this allows the
designer to think in familiar terms.

The second innovation that allowed us
to develop an efficient current estimation
program was the concept of probabilistic
device models. The simplest uay to mod-
el a fransistor is as a switch in series with
a constant conductor; the fransistor forms
a conducting pattr betrveen its source and
drain when the swirch is on.

Our probabilistic model is a modifica-
tion of this. We represent a transistor as
a conductor between source and drain.
The value of the conductor is the chan-
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nel conductance of the transistor. This
model allows us to accurately estimate
the expected current waveform drawn by
the circuit.

For a standard logical gate, the cur-
rent pulse is easily calculated. The ex-
pected conductance between the power
(or ground) and output nodes of a gate
can be determined by a simple combina-
tion of the expected conductances of all
paths between them. This can be used
to determine the expected peak output
current, E[pki""J, when the gate transi-
tions. The expected charge at the output
node, E[%,,,], is the capacitance times
the probability of transition at the node.

If a simple triangular current pulse is
chosen with area E[%*] and height
E[pki."J, then a width (delay) z can be
estimated for the pulse. The final cur-
rent pulse that we use to approximate the
total expected current drawn by the gate,
E[i.,], is a pulse with area E[q.J and
width z (Figure 4), where E[q.,] is the
expected charge drawn by all nodes in
the gate.

Probabilistic Simulation
for Current Estimation
These concepts form the basis for
CREST. an efficient simulator for esti-
mating the expected current waveform
drawn by CMOS circuitry under normal
operating conditions. In this section, we
describe CREST's input requirement,
our overall simulation approach, and the
modifications to the basic simulator re-
quired to accurately handle spatial de-
pendency and feedback.

CREST needs three types of input.
First, CREST requires a SPICE deck of
the circuit whose current waveforms are
to be estimated. Second, a list of all
nodes that are connections to power and
a list of all nodes that are connections
to ground must be provided. Finally,
CREST requires input waveforms for all
circuit inputs. If more than one input
waveform is present for a node, then each
waveform must be accompanied by the
probability that will occur. This allows
CREST to create a statistically mean-
ingful expected current waveform.

CREST is now ready to estimate the cur-
rent waveforms of the circuit.

First, data strucfures are created from
the SPICE input. Each MOSFET is rep-
resented with a probabilistic device
model. A node structure is created for
each electrical node which contains the
connectivity and capacitance ffiormation
necessary for current estimation.

Next, a simple partitioner joins to-
gether all elements with common source/
drain nodes that are not porver of ground
nodes, to form gates. The circuit is now
represented by a network of gates. Stan-
dard logic gates are identified and mark-
ed. Gates that are not standard are
broken up into standard gates and pass
transistor gates.

Once the partitioned circuit has been
constructed, it must be simulated over a
time interval specified by the user to
estimate the expected current waveform.
Current estimation, by the methods we
propose, is similar to logic and timing
simulation, and we borrow the event-
driven simulation approach from there.

Each time there is a non-zero change
of a transition on a node, an event is
created. These events are kept in an event
queue, and store the transition time, the
probability of transition, and a pointer
to the affected node. When an event oc-
curs, all gates that have the event's node
as an input are examined. If there is any
probability of transition on the output of
the gate due to the event, the new tran-
sition and signal probabilities are cal-
ulated by formulas that vary depending
on the gate type.

If the gate is a standard gate, a cur-
rent pulse is also generated in the man-
ner described above. A new event is then
added to the event queue at the current
time plus the gate delay, indicating the
transition on the output node. The pro-
cess is repeated until the event queue is
empty of events that fall within the
specified simulation interval.

This approach assumes that the inputs
to gates are spatially independent (the
signal probabihty at each input is un-
related to the signal probability at all

Figurc 4. For Simplicity, a Simple Triangular Pulse is Being Used to
Estimate the Currcnt Pulse Drawn by a Gate when lt Transitions

E[pk i61] is Determined
by Scaling the Peak Output
Current by the Ratio of
Total Charge to Output
Charge.

E[Pk

The Peak Output Current
is Primarily Determined
by the Expected
Conductance Between the
Output and Power and
Ground and the
Probability of a Transition.

The area of the Triangle
is the Total Expected
Charge That the
Transitioning Gate Can Draw:I

itotl

L
E[qtot] : area-J

r ls Related to the Estimated Delay of the Gate

z Equals 2RC Where RC is the Normal Time
Constant of the Gate
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others). Reconvergent fanout and feed-
back can cause these inputs to be spatial-
ly dependent. Spatially dependent sec-
tions of the circuit must be split into
supergates, whose inputs are indepen-
dent. These supergates are then sim-
ulated for every allowed combination of
transitions on the nodes that cause the
spatial dependency.

Although this can be simplified some-
what, the complexity is still exponential.
Various heuristics are being investigated
in search of an acceptable compromise
between accuracy and simulation sim-
plicity for supergates.

Violation Evaluation
and Correction
Current Density
Erzaluation and Correction
For dc current, the relationship between
MTF and current density can be deter-
mined with reasonable accuracy by ac-
celerated life testing at elevated temp-
erature and high current density.

MTF is a highly nonlinear function of
both temperature and current density.
Methods of determining MTF under
operating conditions by extrapolating
from accelerated life test data have been
summarized by McPherson and Ghate,a
who have also derived a procedure for
converting a transient current density
waveform to a dc current density which
is equivalent for electromigration pur-
poses. The user of SPIDER specifies a
dc current density which will produce
the desired MTR and the progftrm uses
the McPherson and Ghate forms, as
calculated from SPICE current wave-
forms, with the specified value.

The comparison is performed for each
extracted element. Following the ap-
proach of McPherson and Ghate, the
piecewise-linear current density in each
resistive element is converted to a series
of pulses having amplitude equal to the
short-time current density J.., calcu-
lated for each time intenal, assuming:

MTFa(J,-,)"

where

1.0 for J.,*s105A/cm2 (2)

n:1.5 for 105 ( J.n,, < 106A/cm2

2A for J,-,>106 Alcrrf .

The result is the expression shown in
Equation Box A (Equation 3).

Rather than trying to estimate the ac-
tual MTR SPIDER performs a complex
comparison of the equivalent current
density in the element to the "accept-
able" current density supplied by the
user. If an excesive current density is
identified in a two-terminal rectangular
region, the line width is widened to cor-
rect the violation.

No aftempt is made to correct ex-
cessive current density in triangular ele-
ments, although the violation is reported
to the user. If any line widths are modi-
fied, then the SPICE simulation is re-
done (Figure 1). Any modified line
widths and uncorrected violations are
reported to the user after all iterations are
complete.

There are two options available for
current density correction. In the first
and most computationally efficient op-
tion, it is assumed that width is increased
when current density exceeds the
specified value, but no change is made
to regions where current density is below
the specified value.

In the second option, width is reduced,
if required, to a minimum width dictated
by layout rules. This second option is
useful in the initial design phase to
minimize metallization area, but is not
recommended for analysis of large cir-
cuits, since it can cause a large number
of SPICE iterations and, for some large
circuits, has exhibited convergence
problems.

Voltage Drop Erzaluation
and Correction
SPICE ouput provides the voltage at
each node as a function of time. The pro-
gram compares the maximum voltage

reference, such as the input bond pad.
A list of all violations of user specifica-
tions is produced.

Correction of voltage drop violations
is more complicated than current density
correction. An approach was devised
which would provide the designer with
recommendations for altering the widttrs.
This approach required the use of a cir-
cuit optimization program. This auto-
matic correction option is not currently
supported. It was decided that it was
easier and more efficient to report viola-
tions to the designer and allow him to
alter the design to meet voltage drop
specifications.

Output Fortnats
Four different types of ouput are avail-
able from SPIDER. In the first form, a
list of recommended line width changes
is reported to the user (Figure 5) as well
as a list of elements which violated cur-
rent density restrictions, but did not fit the
sizing algorithms of SPIDER.

In the second form, the extracted geo-
metries are plotted on a color plotter. The
color of each geomety indicates the cur-
rent density in the element; both loga-
rithmic and linear scales are available in
this mode.

The third output form identifies which
nodes exceed the volage drop specifica-
tions; however, a more useful way to view
voltage drop violations is with a color plot
where each node is colored to indicate the
magnitude of the volage drop.

Status
All previous descriptions have been for
the system as it will exist when com-
pleted. This pnrject is still in the develop-
ment phase; however, some sections are
nearly completed and can be of practical
use.

The system flow, presented in the sec-
ond section. can be broken down into
three parts: SPIDER, CREST, and in-
terfaces. The first prototype of SPIDER
is complete and functioning; however,
significant reductions in the number of

May-Jur.rE 1988
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three-terminal finite elemen$ are re- t$rcen SPICE, SPIDER, ad CREST arc are being independently developed, no
quted to make it viable for large bars. primarily in the planning stage. Many tests have be€n conducted on the werall
Several promising algorithms are nor important st€ps still require significant system. Horcver, results for both
being evaluated.

The first prototype of CREST is also
complete. Extensive testing is just begin-
ning and the results of these tests will Results
determine what odensions or changes In this section, ve will prcsent result! out. The original line widths and the nerr
might be required. The interfaces be- from SPIDER and CREST. Since they line widths recommended b/ SPIDER

Equation Box A

u : [f)* D,*, (+). P,1",*r.rfr''Yrfr'r;r] 
-' (3)

where B is the ratio of the MTF which would be observed under transient conditions to the MTF which would be
observed at the dc current densiw J.

user effort. SPIDER and CREST include examples
from real circuits contained in TI pro-
ducts.

Figure 5 shows a simplified test lay-
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Figurc 5. Simple SPIDER Example
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to produce equivalent dc current densities
of 2x1ff Alcrr? are shown in the figure.

As another test, a 300 node, 150 re-
sistor network that represented the power
distribution network of a 4-megabit
DRAM desrgns was analyzed. When ttre
current density specifications were set ar-
tificially low to produce violations,
SPIDER converged to a solution in three
iterations, provided the options were set
for width increases only.

If width reductions were allowed, and
the current density specification was set
to a realistic rtralue, all of the resistors were
narrowed by a substantial amount. In this
case SPIDER did not converge, even after
ten iterations. This result is an indication
that the width reduction option is ap-
propriate only in the design mode.

An additional example is illustrated by
Figure 6. The power and ground lines for
a circuit were exffacted using only two-
terminal rectangular elements. The circles
represent the current generator connec-
tion poins specifid by the designer. Cur-
rent wavefonns were generated from the
various subcircuits using SPICE.

The circuit as shorvn did not exhibit any
electromigration problems; however,
when ttre electromigration specifications
were reduced to one-tenth of normal,
SPIDER recommended widening some of
the lines W ttre frcton shorvn. Further ex-
amination of the layout shorved that these
sections provided current to more than
one ouput driver circuit, and therefore
carry more current than other sections.

The first prototype of CREST has been
completed. CREST's goal is to approx-
imate the expected pulse dravyn S the cir-
cuit for known signal and transition pro-
babilities on the inputs of the circuit. For
comparison, we generated the expected
current pulse for a wriety of examples by
running SPICE on every input voltage
waveform allorved by ttre probability vec-
tors, weighting each pulse by the prob.
ability that the waveform producing it
would occur, and summing the weighted
pulses to produce the expected pulse.

In all examples tested the results were
excellent. Peak currents were within 20
percent, average currents were within 15
percent, and timing estimates were wittr-
in ten percent of SPICE. Figure 7 shows
a typical example.

To be used to estimate current of to-
day's large VLSI designs, this approach
must be faster than SPICE. Table I com-
pares CREST simulation spe€d to SPICE
simulation speed for all vectors necessary
to generate the expected pulse, and the
SPICE simulation speed divided by the
number of vectors.

In overall simulation speed CREST is
frster than SPICE, due to the

exponential number of vectors that must
be simulated for multiple inputs. CREST
simulation s@ is still significantly frster
than the SPICE analysis time per vector,
and the ffend we observed was for the
speed gain of CREST over SPICE to
grow with circuit complexity (Figure 8).

Circuits containing spatial dependency
were also examined and yielded similar
resul$; horvever, space consfraints prevent
their presentation. Some of the larger ex-
amples cannot be analyzed for prob-
abilistic inputs since their supergates are
so large. Several promising heuristics are
being evaluated which offer a solution to
this problem.

As mentioned in the inffoduction,
CREST will run perfectly well for logical
waveform inputs, rather than probabilistic
inputs. Although nothing has been done
to optimize for logical inputs (and there
is a potential for dramatic increases),
CREST is much faster on large examples
with significant spatial dependency. This
is evidenced by the last entry in Table I.

Conclusion
The main focus of this system will be to
diagnose problems, and in some cases,
suggest solutions. This qystem depends 8.
heavily on the designer for correct input.
The most imporant decisions b ttre
designer are how to block up the circurfiy

and which input waveforms should be
considered.

An efficient, accurate, and easy to use
system of programs is being developed to
allow designers to ensure that their
designs will meet the volage drop re-

and current density guidelines
to assure the device reliability goals (e.g.,
100K op hours with a cumulative failure
rate of less than 1 percent). Although the
system is not completely ready for use,
most of the major technical hurdles have
been solved, and the prospects of having
a system that fulfills our needs is ex-
cellent. The system is scheduled for com-
pletion by the end of 988.
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Table l. Execution Time Comparisons of CREST and SPICE. All times in seconds of CPU time.

Circuit CREST SPI
Name I Size I Total I Anal),sis I Total I

| #MOSFETs I Execution I Time I Execution I
Time Time

CE
Analysis I Analysis
Time I Time

I per Vector

Decode 1
Decode 2
Decode 3
lnvt10
Invt40
Bridge
34bit alu.

20
28
36
20
80
10

1839

1.1
1.4
1.9
1.0
3.3
0.8

147

0.26
0.35
0.50
0.22
0.92
0.20

73

642
989

1588
221

2094
23297
83691

625
965

1565
209

2057
22049
82042

39
60
98
52

514
22

82042

* The 34bit alu could not be tested for probabilistic waveforms since its supergates were too large for exact analysis.
It was te$ed for a single set of input vectors.
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Figurc 6. CREST Gain Over SPICE Analysis/Vector
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Joseph Hall
Joe Hall received his B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E.,
and Ph.D. degrees from Southern
Methodist University. He has been with
Texas Instruments since 1952 and he is
currently a Senior Member of the
Technical Staff in the Desisn Automation
Division.
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and analysis of latch-up and electrostatic
discharge phenomena in CMOS integrated
circuits, and development of a computeriz-
ed qystem for current density evaluation in
integrated circuit metallization.

From D81 to 1983, Joe was an associate pro-
fessor of electrical engineering at Texas A&M
University. His research there included in-
tegrated circuit design as well as development
of solid-state oxygen sensors. Joe is a
Registered Professional Engineer in Texas.

Michael McGraw
Michael McGraw received his A.B. degree
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California at Berkeley in 1969.

He served in the United States Navy
from 1971 to 1974, stationed in Vietnam.
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the Design Automation Department of
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mainly in the areas of design verification
and extraction of schematics and
parameters from the layout.

Figurc 7. CREST Over SPICE Analysis/Vector
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Farid N. Najm received his B.S. in elec-
trical engineering from the American
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Dale Hocevar received his B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from the University
of Tirlsa in 1978, and his M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from the Univenity of Illinois in
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In 1983, he joined the VLSI Design
Laboratory of the Semiconductor Process
and Design Center as a Member of the
Technical Staff. He has worked on
statistical optimization techniques for
MOS circuit performance, developed
algorithms for computation of transient
sensitivities in SPICE, worked on ac-
celerating SPICE via parallel algorithms
and special hardware, and was involved in
developing OASYS, a tool for optimizing
circuit performance based on numerical
techniques utilizing sensitivity computa-
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on developing a mixed-moded simulator
for complex analog/digital circuit design.

Ping Yang
Ping Yang received his B.S. degree in
phyics rn 1974 from the National Thiwan
University, and his M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in electrical engineering from the
University of Illinois at Champagne-
Urbana in 1978 and 1980, respectively.

He joined the Central Research
Laboratory at TI in August 1980. He is
currently a TI Fellow and manager of the
Modeling, Analysis,. and Simulation
branch in the VLSI Design Laboratory of
the Semiconductor Process and Desisn
Center.

Ping has co-authored a book, and has
presented or published more than 80 ar-
ticles at international scientific and
technical conferences and in journals.

He is a member of the IEEE Circuits
and Systems Society Adcom, a senior
member of IEEE, a program evaluator of
IEEE-ABET/AEC, and a member of Phi
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